
VISTA
Transform your office with
better, smarter, architectural glass doors.

™ One Motion



with PC350’s VISTA One Motion™ Telescopic Sliding
Door System. A statement piece that offers flexibility and
control, let VISTA transform your space with better,
smarter, architectural glass doors.

Reimagine your space



Vista executes your design vision. VISTA is a clean
opening, free of floor tracks for increased safety.

Adaptable & Flexible

Unparalleled Lead Times  

Free of Floor Tracks



VISTA
™ One Motion

Transform your office with

better, 
smarter, 
architectural
glass 
doors.





The VISTA system provides frame profiles that are cut
right on site and are readily available, making
specification and installation a breeze!

The VISTA system is not just a product, it’s the solution!
Offering an 1 ½” of flexibility for standard construction
ensures your schedule stays on track! 

Is the site not quite right?



Elegant Soft Close and Open

adapt your space through full compatibility with PC350
product lines. Pair VISTA with our framed sliding or
wood doors, along with a variety of hardware options
that provide flexibility and elegance to your workspace.

Enables you to freely



Single Glazing 
Thickness: 1/4", 3/8", 1/2” (6mm,  
 10mm and 12mm) 
Tempered or Laminated 
Specialty glass applications available 
 on request. 

Slider Top and Bottom Rail: 2-3/8”
(60mm) H x 1-3/4” (44mm) W 
Slider Stile: 2" (50mm)
Fix Panel: 2" (50mm)
Valance: 4" (100mm) 
Custom Profile Sizes 

Single glazed STC assembly score
ranges estimated to be: 32-35

Available in black

+/- 1/2” (12mm) at floor, +/- 1/8” (3mm)      
at bulkhead and finished walls

Glazing: 

 

Aluminum Profile Dimensions: 

Acoustical Properties:

Gaskets: 

Tolerance: 

Requires structural support to carry the weight of the system
Maximum Slider Weight: 265 lbs. (120kg)
Maximum System Height: 10’-0”
Minimum Bulkhead thickness is 7” (178mm) for 2-slider application and 9”
(229mm) for 3-slider application
Maximum 3 doors on single VISTA and 6 doors on double VISTA application

Width between 30" (762mm) and 48” (1219mm)                                  
Soft close/open system
Simultaneous Sliding Motion

Single VISTA minimum opening width 86” (two 30” wide doors + one fixed panel),
maximum 186” (4725mm) (three 48” (1219mm) wide doors + one fixed panel). 
Double VISTA opening width 172” (4369mm) minimum – 372” (9449mm)
maximum
Accommodate wood sliding panels

Offset Door Pulls comes in variety of sizes single or back-to-back
Recessed Pull
Floor Locking Door Pull
Accommodate hookbolt lock for double VISTA

System Requirements:

Doors:

      With equal panels system: 

Hardware: 

Hardware Sizes:

If you have a project in mind, reach out to us at hello@pc350.com. 
 

We would love to hear from you. 1.866.633.0233

VISTA
™ One Motion

SPECIFICATIONS

VISTA One Motion is a telescopic sliding door system that offers both flexibility and control. 

Cobalt Blue Black Graphite Pearl Clear Anodized

Customize your space your way. 
Choose from one of our standard                       
finishes or colour match to any            
custom colour for a one of a kind
environment.

Finishes:


